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QTANK POLY WATER TANK  
10 YEAR WARRANTY 

 
IMPORTANT:  Please take the time to read and 
understand the installation and maintenance 
instructions.  Failure to correctly install or maintain 
your Tank may reduce its useful life or void your 
QTank Warranty.  

QSolutions Co Pty Ltd trading as QTank (herein referred to 
as “The Company”) guarantees that its QTank’s (herein 
referred to as Tank(s)) are manufactured in accordance with 
the Australian Standard ASNZ 4766.  The Company 
warrants that each supplied Tank is free of defect caused by 
faulty manufacture or material.  

The Company warrants that the Tank will perform the 
function for which it is designed, namely holding rainwater, 
potable water and other liquid noncorrosive material with a 
specific gravity of not greater than 1.0. 

The Warranty period is 10 years from the date of the original 
purchase.  

The Warranty is transferrable to subsequent owners of the 
Tank for a period of 10 years from the original purchase 
date.   

Warranty applies to the one-piece polyethylene Tank and 
does not extend to accessories such as steel supports, 
strainer, outlets, valve, tap and overflow or any other fittings 
or accessories.  

The customer must strictly follow all installation and 
maintenance instructions as provided in the QTank 
Installation Guide.  Installation instructions are provided on 
the QTank website www.qtank.com.au. Failure to comply 
with these will render this warranty null and void.  

QTank requires that the Tank is located at the original point 
of delivery made by the Company, or no more than 400km 
from 270 Leitchs Rd, Brendale QLD. Tanks located at a 
greater distance to this are to be returned to QTank for 
inspection or repair at the expense of the customer. Should 
repair be required on site at a location greater than 400Km 
from 270 Leitchs Rd, Brendale QLD, the customer will be 
responsible for the travel and accommodation costs incurred.  

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

Should any QTank product fail to perform its function as 
warranted during the Warrantable period, The Company 
shall, at its discretion, either  

 Replace the Tank; or 
 Repair the Tank. 
 Payment of the cost of replacing the Tank; or 
 Payment of the cost of repairing the Tank.  

This warranty does not apply to the following: 

 Where in the opinion of QTank the product has not 
been installed or maintained correctly as per the 
QTank Install Guide.  This includes base 
preparation, plumbing connection and ongoing 
maintenance. 

 Where the tank has been used as a portable tank 
for the transport of liquids; or permanently mounted 
to vehicles. 

 Where the tank has been buried or partially buried. 
 Where the liquid contents are heated above their 

flash points. 
 Any fault or defect specifically brought to the 

attention of the customer (or third-party supplier or 
reseller) at the time of sale.  

 When the tank has been modified or used for a 
purpose other the strictly for the purpose for which it 
was designed.  

 Where any person has walked or applied a top load 
to the tank.  

 When the Tank has been subjected to abuse, 
misuse, or any form of willful damage.  

 Weathering and or degradation of the Tank over 
long periods of time (due to climatic conditions) and 
the effects thereof as expected by current industry 
standards are not covered by this warranty.  
 

 


